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that's a
sound idea!

teacher guide
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planning
Here’s a suggested schedule for this kit! The activities should be completed in order,
but you can choose when the lessons take place over time.

Time required: 45 min

Activity 2: Pepper Party
It’s the battle of the tuning fork vs. pepper. What
will happen?
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Time required: 1 h 45 min

Time
Required

· Use the Fork

45 minutes

PL

Activity 1: On the Ball
It’s the battle of the tuning fork vs. the ping-pong
ball. What will happen…and why?

Section (s)

E

Activity Information

Activity 3: Music in the Air
Make your own musical instrument and learn
about frequency and pitch.

SA

Time required: 1 h 30 min

Activity 4: Send a Message With Sound
See the waves made by sound, then use sound
waves to send a message across a distance.
Time required: 1 h 45 min

Activity 5: Sounds Like A Plan
You can do these optional extensions to learn
even more about sound.
Time required: 2 h

Total time: 6+ hours
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Day/
Lesson

Day 1

· Jump Around

30 minutes

Day 2

· Back and Forth

30 minutes

Day 3

· Louder, Please
· Show What You
Know

45 minutes

Day 4

· Feeling Plucky
· Different Sounds

45 minutes

Day 5

· Interesting
Instruments
· Show What You
Know

45 minutes

Day 6

· Making Waves
· How Sound
Moves

45 minutes

Day 7

· Words on a Wire
· Show What You
Know

60 minutes

Day 8

· Make More Music 30 minutes

Day 9

· Dancing Oobleck

30 minutes

Day 10

· Sound and
Technology

30 minutes

Day 11

· Seeing Sound

30 minutes

Day 12

Question 3: What do you think was making the ball move?
Answer: Answers will vary.
How to Help: Accept any reasonable answers, including “the sound,” “waves,” “buzzing,” etc.
• However, ensure that the student understands that it is not simply the force of moving
against the ball because the tuning fork was not moving very much when the two objects
touched.
Question 4: What are two questions you have about what happened?
Answer: Answers will vary.
How to Help: Press for questions that ask what would happen if certain things were
changed, like the type of ball, the type of tuning fork, the length of the string, how hard the
fork was hit, and more.
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Your student just saw the tuning fork make the ping-pong ball move
with just sound. Now, they will make pepper move with the tuning fork
without even touching it! This activity will lead into reading about and
discussing vibration and sound as energy.
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Pepper Party

LEARNING GOALS:

I can provide evidence that vibrations cause sound, and that sound
causes vibrations.

warning:

Jump Around

M
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Be careful with a tuning fork. Never touch it to teeth,
glasses, or windows. It can break those things!

SA

preparation and supervision



Help your student do a short hands-on experiment in which they will see the
tuning fork make pepper move around on a piece of plastic stretched across a cup.
 They might need help getting the bag to be tight across the cup (this step is crucial
for the success of the experiment).

THINK ABOUT IT!

Question 1: Write or draw what happened with the tuning fork and pepper.
Answer: The tuning fork made the pepper bounce around or glide along on the plastic
membrane-like surface.
How to Help: Your student can write this, verbalize it, or draw it.
• If they draw it, they might find it easier to do before-and-after drawings that show the
positions of the pepper pieces when looking top-down at the plastic.
Question 2: You didn’t touch the tuning fork to the pepper, so what do you
think made the pepper move?
Answer: Your student hasn’t learned about energy or vibration yet, so accept any
reasonable guess. They might offer an explanation involving pushing the pepper
around with the sound.
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show what you know
Question 1: Draw a picture of your best string-and-cup-phone design.
Answer: Their drawing should have at least two cups and a string. Some students
might also add a person at each end, or maybe even the attached paper clips.
How to Help:
• Drawing a picture is like making a model of the system of phones they constructed.
• Your student’s drawing quality will be affected by both their drawing ability and how well
they can translate an actual system to a model on paper.
• You can support them by reminding them to draw every piece they see in their design onto
their paper.
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Question 1a: Label the picture with what type of cup and string you used.
Answer: You can have them write this or tell it to you verbally. Answers will vary
depending on the materials used.
How to Help:
• It’s important that they recognize what materials worked best because it’s an example of
the structure of a solution determining how well it functions.
• Structure determining function is a common theme in science and engineering, and this is
an engaging, hands-on way for them to practice the concept.
Question 1b: Write or draw on the picture where a sound, like a whispered
message, would start.
Answer: The student should write or draw a person or message going into one of the
cups in their drawing.
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Question 1c: Draw arrows or lines to show how sound moves from one cup to
the other.
Answer: Their drawing should show sound entering a cup, going down the string, and
going out the other cup into a person’s ear.
How to Help: This is a way for you to find out if your student understands that sound
moves from one place to another.
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Question 2: Explain how vibration helps a friend hear your message in the
other cup.
Answer: They might have some or all parts of the complete sequence, which is:
• 1) Vocal cords of Person 1 vibrate (this wasn’t mentioned in the student
text, but they might make the connection.)
• 2) Person 1 makes a sound (a whisper or talking)
• 3) The sound makes the cup vibrate (a sound wave)
• 4) The cup makes the string vibrate
• 5) The vibrations in the string reach the other cup and make it vibrate
• 6) The vibrations of the cup cause sound that reaches the ear of Person 2
• This will help you determine whether your student understand that vibrations cause
sounds and sounds cause vibrations.
• If they’re missing a piece, focus on the energy transfer aspect.
• For example, if they say that Person 2 hears a sound but they don’t mention the
string vibrating, you can say, “Sound is energy. Where did that energy come from? And
how did it get from one cup to another?” or point them to the evidence of the string
quickly moving back and forth if a loud sound is made on one end.
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